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Abstract
The evaluation of climate model performance is necessary to enhance the reliability
of available models. Recently, the interest in the added value has been increasing
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due to the continued enhancement of the horizontal model resolution for dynamical
downscaling. We have examined the simulation performance of regional climate
models (RCMs) forced by two global climate models (GCMs) for summer precipitation over Far East Asia and South Korea on the basis of spatial resolution
improvement. In terms of model resolution, coarse-resolution RCMs present limitations, whilst high-resolution RCMs offer the added value as revealed by several
performance evaluations. RCMs forced by HadGEM2-AO estimated smaller summer precipitation over South Korea than those observed, whereas RCMs forced by
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MPI-ESM-LR presented a wet bias. Here, moderate-heavy rain in RCMs forced by
HadGEM2-AO and light-moderate rain in RCMs forced by MPI-ESM-LR were
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1 | INTRODUCTION
The frequency of various phenomena (e.g., heat waves and
extreme precipitation) related to climate extremes has been
recently increasing due to global warming. Since these climate extremes are major contributors to natural disasters,
policymakers need reliable projections of climate extremes
with high spatial resolution for the design of appropriate
responses. Global climate models (GCMs) do not accurately
Int J Climatol. 2019;1–15.

reflect information on climate extremes at regional and local
spatial scales as the spatial resolution they offer is of hundreds of kilometres. Therefore, climate scientists and
policymakers are interested in regional climate models
(RCMs) as a dynamic downscaling method to provide
appropriate and useful climate information at regional or
local scales. However, the performance of such RCMs
needs to be evaluated before estimating climate information
(Park et al., 2016). In particular, the interest in the added
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value is increasing due to the continued enhancement of the horizontal model resolution for dynamical downscaling (di Luca
et al., 2012; di Luca et al., 2013a; di Luca et al., 2013b; Torma
et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015, 2016; Rummukainen, 2016;
Fotso-Nguemo et al., 2017; Soares et al., 2017). However, a
comparative study of model performance in terms of such
improvements in model resolution in the East Asia region has
not been conducted to date in enough detail.
Dynamical downscaling with RCMs is advantageous for the
simulation of surface forcings on a small spatial scale
(e.g., topography and vegetation types). Moreover, it offers the
added value of enabling the simulation of warm seasonal precipitation in complex topography regions (di Luca et al., 2012;
Zobel et al., 2017). Comprehensive studies on climatic change
at regional or local scale will help develop effective adaptations
and assess the impact of anthropogenic global warming. The
Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiment
(CORDEX) international cooperation project over 14 regional
domains was established by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) to provide quality-controlled data sets of
downscaled information on regional or local climate phenomena and their future changes, as well as the evaluation of RCMs
and improvement of downscaling techniques (Giorgi et al.,
2009). Multi-RCMs with 50 km horizontal resolution are being
employed for current and future projections in the initiative of
the Korea Meteorological Administration for the CORDEXEast Asia regional domain (Suh et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2018;
Park and Min, 2019). Since the developed multi-RCMs are
insufficient to reproduce or project more useful climate information (e.g., agriculture and hydrology) in fine spatial scale,
CORDEX-East Asia team further produced climate data sets
with considerably enhanced horizontal resolution (12.5 km)
covering Far East Asia centred on the Korean Peninsula (Cha
et al., 2016; Oh et al., 2016; Suh et al., 2016; Kim et al.,
2018). South Korea presents a complex terrain despite its
smaller area compared to that of neighbouring countries. Thus,
it is considered that the added value of precipitation simulation
can be effectively achieved by enhancing the climate model
resolution.
In this study, the mean and extreme summer precipitation
from high-resolution (12.5 km) RCMs forced by two GCMs
(HadGEM2-AO and MPI-ESM-LR) participating in the
CORDEX-East Asia project were investigated to evaluate
the model performance for the simulation of climatology in
the historical experiment period (1981–2005) over South
Korea. Moreover, we have compared the results from the
evaluation of high-resolution RCMs with those of RCMs
with coarse horizontal resolution (50 km) to find any added
value arising from the enhancement of the RCM resolution.
This article is structured as follows. The characteristics of
the observation and selected model data sets and evaluation
methods are introduced in Section 2. Section 3 analyses the

spatial patterns of climatology and model biases of summer
precipitation according to spatial resolution and large-scale
forcings over Far East Asia, and the spatial patterns for summer precipitation of each RCM are evaluated using a Taylor
diagram. The RCM performance for summer precipitation
over South Korea was evaluated by examining the frequency, intensity, and variability of daily mean precipitation
to find any added value embedded in the time-series, as well
as the spatial distribution of summer precipitation. Finally, a
summary and conclusions are provided in Section 4.

2 | D A T A AN D M E T H O D S
2.1 | Observation and model data sets
In this study, we defined the area of 29 –46 N and 116 –
139 E as the Far East Asia domain and that at 33 –39 N
and 125 –131 E as the South Korea domain. The major
analysis variable was summer (June–July–August, JJA) precipitation, which is the hottest and wettest season over South
Korea. Seasonal means and extremes were extracted from
daily precipitation data. The observation data set used for
the model evaluation was the Asian Precipitation–HighlyResolved Observational Data Integration Towards Evaluation (APHRODITE) data set with 0.25 and 0.5 horizontal
resolution over the Asian land area (Yatagai et al., 2012).
We compared observations and RCM results in terms of
various factors of the ocean surface conditions (i.e., sea surface temperature, SST) and mid- and low-level atmospheric
conditions (i.e., 500 hPa geopotential height, 850 hPa zonal
(u) and meridional (v) winds, and 850 hPa specific humidity) to investigate the physical processes that affect summer
precipitation over South Korea. Here, the ERA-Interim
reanalysis data provided by the European Centre for
Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) was used as
the observation data (Dee et al., 2011) and all RCM data sets
were linearly interpolated into the ERA-Interim reanalysis
grid (1.5 × 1.5 ).
Multiple RCMs with 50 and 12.5 km horizontal resolution forced by HadGEM2-AO were used to evaluate summer
precipitation over South Korea. The RCM domain with
50 km horizontal resolution includes the CORDEX-East
Asia domain, whilst that with 12.5 km horizontal resolution
includes only the Far East Asia region centred on the Korean
Peninsula. Recently, the CORDEX-East Asia team in South
Korea has developed high-resolution RCMs forced by
another GCM (i.e., MPI-ESM-LR) to reduce the uncertainty
of RCMs forced by a single GCM (i.e., HadGEM2-AO).
HadGEM2-AO (hereafter GCM_HG) and MPI-ESM-LR
(hereafter GCM_MP) have been shown to exhibit relatively
good performance on climate characteristics and variabilities
over East Asia amongst all the coupled model inter-
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Configurations of RCMs used in this study
HadGEM3-RA

RegCM4

SNURCM

WRF

GRIMs

GCM

HadGEM2-AO

HadGEM2-AO,
MPI-ESM-LR

HadGEM2-AO,
MPI-ESM-LR

HadGEM2-AO,
MPI-ESM-LR

HadGEM2-AO

Number of grid points, lat × lon
(coarse resol., high resol.)

183 × 220,
184 × 164

197 × 243,
198 × 178

197 × 233,
199 × 179

197 × 233,
201 × 180

198 × 241,
201 × 182

Vertical levels (coarse resol., high
resol.)

Hybrid-60,
Hybrid-38

σ-18, σ-23

σ-24, σ-24

σ-27, σ-27

σ-22, σ-28

Dynamic framework

Non-hydrostatic

Hydrostatic

Non-hydrostatic

Non-hydrostatic

Hydrostatic

Convection scheme

Revised mass
flux scheme

MIT-Emanuel

Kain-Fritch II

Kain-Fritch II

Simplified

MOSES-II,
MOSES-II

CLM3.0, CLM3.5

CLM3.0, CLM3.0

Noah, Noah

Noah, Noah

Davies et al.
(2005)

Giorgi et al.
(2012)

Cha and Lee
(2009)

Skamarock et al.
(2005)

Hong et al. (2013)

Arakawa–Schubert
Land surface (coarse resol., high
resol.)
References

comparison project phase 5 (CMIP5) GCMs (Martin et al.,
2011; Baek et al., 2013; Sperber et al., 2013; Guo et al.,
2016). We have compared the simulation of summer precipitation over South Korea of high-resolution RCMs forced by
GCM_HG and GCM_MP to investigate the effect of largescale forcings without considering the horizontal resolution.
The configurations of all RCMs are presented in Table 1.
Three non-hydrostatic (HadGEM3-RA, SNURCM, and
WRF) and two hydrostatic (RegCM4 and GRIMs) RCMs
were used as dynamic frameworks for climate experiments
over East Asia (50 km horizontal resolution) and Far East
Asia (12.5 km horizontal resolution). In this study, a dynamical downscaling experiment with HadGEM3-RA forced by
GCM_MP was not performed. A large number of outliers
were found in the case of GRIMs forced by GCM_MP, which
was thus not used in this study. We constructed multi-model
ensembles (MMEs) as the average of all RCMs with equal
weighting according to their horizontal resolution and largescale forcing to examine the overall model performance.
These MMEs can reduce the inter-RCM uncertainties arising
from various model structures and physical processes. For
comparison with APHRODITE data set, RCM data sets with
50 and 12.5 km horizontal resolution were interpolated into
0.5 and 0.25 horizontal resolutions, respectively. Here, a
bilinear method was applied for the interpolation. The simulation performance for summer precipitation of two GCMs used
as large-scale forcings of RCMs was also evaluated. Compared to GCM results, APHRODITE data set was interpolated
into a 1.875 × 1.25 GCM grid.

2.2 | Evaluation methods
In this study, extreme precipitation was calculated using the
generalised extreme value (GEV) theory. GEV theory has
been considered as a proper technique to depict the

characteristics of climate extremes according to block maxima (Park et al., 2016). Annual summer maxima of observed
and simulated data sets for precipitation at a given grid point
were fitted with a GEV distribution (Kharin and Zwiers,
2000; Coles, 2001; Klein Tank et al., 2009; Park et al.,
2016). The cumulative density function of the GEV distribution for variable x is as follows:
8
h
n x− μoi
>
, ξ =0
< exp −exp −
σ
F ðx;μ, σ, ξÞ =
h 
i
−1

x −μ
>
: exp − 1+ ξ x − μ − ξ , ξ 6¼ 0, 1 +ξ
>0:
σ
σ
where μ, α, and ξ are defined as the location, scale, and
shape parameters, respectively. For each sample of observation and model simulation, the GEV parameters were estimated using the maximum likelihood method by Kharin and
Zwiers (2005). We used the location parameter to evaluate
the mean intensity of summer extremes using RCMs.
We evaluated the performance in terms of mean and
extreme precipitation from RCMs and GCMs according to
their biases, root-mean-square errors (RMSEs), and a Taylor
diagram analysis over the Far East Asia domain. The frequency and intensity distributions of precipitation during the
historical experiment period were investigated to clarify
which ranges of precipitation were mainly associated with
the systematic RCM and GCM biases for South Korea. A
meridional shift of the East Asian summer monsoon
(EASM) rainband significantly contributes to summer precipitation over South Korea. Therefore, we examined the
variability of the MMEs of RCMs for daily mean precipitation in summer during the historical experiment period
according to the model resolution and the different GCM
forcings to investigate whether the MMEs can simulate the
meridional shift of the EASM rainband. The daily mean
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(d)

40°N
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(e)

(f)
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SK=–2.1
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45°N

40°N
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30°N
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45°N
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(h)
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FIGURE 1

Spatial distributions of summer
precipitation climatology: (a, b) APHRODITE, (c–f) biases
of GCMs, and (g–i) biases of MMEs of RCMs, and intermodel agreements for simulated data sets over Far East
Asia. The area-averaged biases of Far East Asia and South
Korea are expressed at the bottom of each panel. Stippling
represents areas where all RCMs have the same bias sign
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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precipitation was smoothed by the 21-day moving average
during the historical experiment period. In addition, we
analysed the distribution of time–latitude variations of the
climatological daily precipitation over South Korea using
the Hovmöller diagrams.

3 | RESULTS
3.1 | Climatology and bias of summer
precipitation over Far East Asia
The spatial distributions of the climatology according to APHRODITE, model biases, and inter-model agreements for summer precipitation over Far East Asia are depicted in Figure 1.
The observed summer climatology for mean precipitation tends
to change meridionally, showing more precipitation at lower
latitudes (Figure 1a). GCMs and MMEs of RCMs also have
latitude-specific characteristics of summer precipitation (not
shown). The South Korea and western Japan regions present
wetter conditions (mean precipitation >6 mmd−1) than the
area-averaged precipitation in Far East Asia due to the EASM
rainband presenting the quasi-stationary front. In contrast,
Northern China, which is an arid inland region, displays summer precipitation mean below 3 mmd−1.
Systematic biases were found for all GCMs and MMEs
of RCMs for mean and extreme precipitation over Far East
Asia (Figure 1c–f). The precipitation bias pattern of RCMs
is generally consistent with that of GCMs, but it has been
shown that an inherent systematic bias in RCMs can be
induced by physical parametrization processes (Park et al.,
2016). The biases of GCM_HG and two MMEs of RCMs
with different resolutions forced by GCM_HG display opposite regional characteristics for the spatial distribution of
mean precipitation for APHRODITE: dry (wet) biases in
wet (dry) regions. GCM_HG and GCM_MP present dry
(−0.1 mmd−1) and wet (0.5 mmd−1) biases over Far East
Asia, respectively (Figure 1c,e). Looking at regional scales,
dry biases in South Korea, some parts of Japan, and centralEastern China, and a wet bias in Northern China are common in both GCM_HG and GCM_MP. The area-averaged
biases of MMEs tend to be smaller than those of individual
models, due to cancellation between wet and dry biases (not
shown). The two MMEs of RCMs with different resolutions
forced by GCM_HG exhibit similar bias patterns and areaaveraged biases over Far East Asia (Figure 1g and i). This
means that the synoptic conditions from large-scale forcings
still have a strong influence on the precipitation biases of
RCMs. The distributions of inter-model agreements are similar amongst the MMEs of the two different horizontalresolution RCMs forced by GCM_HG. Dry biases are still
captured over South Korea in the MME of RCMs with 0.25
horizontal resolution forced by GCM_HG (hereafter
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RCM25_HG) for mean precipitation, similarly to the results
reported by Park et al. (2016) where an MME of RCMs with
0.50 horizontal resolution forced by GCM_HG (hereafter
RCM50_HG) was analysed. Dry biases can be associated
with a further southward-shifted monsoonal front compared
to the observed one. However, the intensity of the dry bias
from RCM25_HG (−1.0 mmd−1) is weaker than that from
GCM_HG (−2.1 mmd−1) and RCM50_HG (−2.0 mmd−1).
These results mean that the RCM simulation of summer precipitation can be improved by enhancing the RCM resolution over South Korea, indicating the added value from
higher-resolution RCM. In the MME of RCMs with 0.25
horizontal resolution forced by GCM_MP (hereafter
RCM25_MP), the intensity of the wet bias over Far East Asia
is larger than that of GCM_MP. Overall, RCM25_MP tends
to overestimate mean precipitation over Far East Asia except
for some parts of South Korea and western Japan. Over South
Korea region, the area-averaged bias of RCM25_MP is prominently reduced compared to those of RCM50_HG and
RCM25_HG (Figure 1k). The spatial patterns of extreme precipitation are very similar to those of mean precipitation for
the observed climatology, model biases, and inter-model
agreements using RCMs over Far East Asia (right panels of
Figure 1). Between the two different horizontal-resolution
RCMs forced by GCM_HG, RCM25_HG simulates wetter
conditions than RCM50_HG. As a result, an area-averaged
bias of −15.6 mmd−1 is simulated in RCM50_HG over
South Korea, but the added value is found for RCM25_HG
with a bias of −2.6 mmd−1 which reduced absolute bias
around 13.0 mmd−1 (i.e., a significantly smaller bias). For
mean and extreme precipitation, we present the ratio of the
bias of GCM or low-resolution RCM MME to high-resolution
RCM MME in Table 2. Here, if the absolute value of the ratio
exceeds one, it is considered that the added value of precipitation simulation is revealed in the inter-model relationships.
Over South Korea region, the added value in the finer resolution model is found in both mean and extreme precipitation
except for the relationship of GCM_HG and RCM25_HG.
It is important to understand not only quantitative precipitation but also the variability of precipitation in the analysis
of precipitation characteristics. We present the distributions
of the interannual standard deviation in summer precipitation
derived from APHRODITE, and GCMs and MMEs of
RCMs over Far East Asia (Figure 2a–f). The distributions of
the interannual standard deviation tend to have meridional
changes with large values in wetter regions (i.e., regions
highly affected by the EASM). This result is consistent with
Zou et al. (2016) that investigated the interannual standard
deviation (SD) in summer precipitation derived from GCM
and RCM over the CORDEX East Asia domain. The interannual standard deviation is found to increase in the finer
resolution model (Giorgi, 2002; Zou et al., 2016). Over
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TABLE 2

The ratio of the bias of GCM or low-resolution RCM MME to high-resolution RCM MME
GCM_HG/RCM25_HG

RCM50_HG/RCM25_HG

GCM_MP/RCM25_MP

Mean

Extreme

Mean

Extreme

Mean

Extreme

Far East Asia

−0.33

0.99

0.67

0.12

0.26

0.15

South Korea

2.00

−0.38

2.00

6.00

−5.25

−6.2

Note: Bold values indicate the added value which the absolute value of the ratio exceeds one.

(a)

(b)

APHRODITE (mm)

GCM_HG (mm)

(c)

45°N

45°N

45°N

40°N

40°N

40°N

35°N

35°N

35°N

30°N

FEA=1.35
SK=2.07

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

(a)

GCM_MP (mm)

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

(c)

45°N

45°N

45°N

40°N

40°N

40°N

35°N

35°N

35°N

30°N

FEA=1.64
SK=2.34

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

0.5

FEA=1.38
SK=1.56

30°N

1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8

2

RCM25_MP (mm)

FIGURE 2

FEA=2.03
SK=2.49

30°N

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

1

FEA=1.51
SK=1.80

30°N

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

(b)

RCM25_HG (mm)

FEA=1.55
SK=1.82

30°N

RCM50_HG (mm)

2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8

South Korea, the difference of SD between APHRODITE
and models is smaller in the finer resolution model. Therefore, the added value is found not only in quantitative precipitation but also in the variability of precipitation.
The relationships of the inter-RCM skills for biases and
RMSEs between mean and extreme precipitation over Far
East Asia were investigated (Figure 3). The relationships
between the biases of mean–extreme precipitation were positive in all experiments (Figure 3a). Compared to
RCM50_HG, RCM25_HG, and RCM25_MP display more
significant positive mean–extreme relationships. Regarding
the RMSEs, the RCM series tends to have a positive mean–
extreme relationship; in particular, the most significant relationship is that with RCM25_MP (Figure 3b). In short, the
mean–extreme relationship of inter-RCM skills is enhanced
with the increasing model resolution, although the linear
relationship in the RCM series remains uncertain due to the
small sample size of the models.
We used a Taylor diagram to evaluate the spatial patterns of
climate models over Far East Asia (Figure 4) as it allows to
intuitively and simply detect model errors at a given distance
from the reference point (Taylor, 2001). The mean and extreme
precipitation present significant inter-model differences in terms

120°E 125°E 130°E 135°E

3

3.5

Spatial distributions of
the interannual standard deviation for
summer daily mean precipitation over Far
East Asia: (a) APHRODITE, (b, e)
GCMs, and (c, d, f) MMEs of RCMs.
The area-averaged standard deviations of
Far East Asia and South Korea are
expressed at the bottom of each panel
[Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

of the model performance. MMEs offer generally better model
performance compared to individual RCMs. As model spreads
are mainly due to normalised standard deviations rather than
correlations, the model performances for mean and extreme
precipitation seem to be dependent on the normalised standard
deviation. GCM_HG simulates better the model performance
than GCM_MP in terms of mean and extreme precipitation. In
particular, GCM_MP displays very poor model performance
for extreme precipitation due to the relatively low correlation
and normalised standard deviation. The model performance of
GCM_HG is not significantly different from those of
RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG. On the other hand, GCM_MP
presents a considerably lower performance than RCM25_MP.
The simulation performance of RCM25_HG is slightly better
than that of RCM50_HG in terms of mean and extreme precipitation. RCM25_MP performs worse than RCM25_HG,
although the model performance of RCM25_MP is better overall than that of GCM_MP over Far East Asia. An improvement
of the model performance upon increasing the model resolution was thus identified in RCMs forced by GCM_HG.
As shown in Figure 1, both mean and extreme precipitation from RCM25_MP display a much larger bias than
those from RCM25_HG, but the difference in the model
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FIGURE 3

Scatter plots of inter-RCM relationships for (a) biases and (b) RMSEs between mean (x-axis) and extreme (y-axis) precipitation
from individual RCMs and MMEs averaged over Far East Asia. Straight lines indicate the linear regression estimated from RCMs [Colour figure
can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

FIGURE 4

Taylor diagrams of (a) mean and (b) extreme precipitation for RCMs over Far East Asia. Normalised standard deviations are
expressed in the radial distances from the origin, and the azimuthal position indicates spatial correlations between APHRODITE and RCMs (Taylor,
2001) [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

performance between dissimilar RCMs forced by two different GCMs is relatively small in the Taylor diagram.
Thus, RCMs with large absolute biases but homogeneous
spatial distributions tend to be represented as good models
in the Taylor diagram.

3.2 | Model evaluation for South Korea
As shown in Figure 1, RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG produced dry biases for mean precipitation over the South
Korea domain during summer, whilst a slightly wet bias was
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detected in the case of RCM25_MP (Figure 1k). To elucidate the factors affecting the biases of summer mean precipitation over South Korea, we compared the spatial
distributions of 25-year (1981–2005) climatologies and the
MME biases for the SST and mid- and low-levels atmospheric conditions around the Korean Peninsula during summer (Figure 5). The ERA-Interim reanalysis shows the SST
distribution of 20–24 C during summer over the Korean
Peninsula (Figure 5a). Compared to the ERA-Interim
reanalysis, RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG are dominated by
the cold SST bias of up to −5 C in the adjacent ocean [the
Yellow Sea and the East Sea (the Sea of Japan)], and the
spatial distributions of the SST in RCM50_HG and
RCM25_HG are very similar (Figure 5b,c). As shown in
Figure 1k, RCM25_MP simulates a wet bias for the areaaveraged mean precipitation over South Korea, which presents a zonal distinction; a dry (wet) bias is dominant in
western (eastern) South Korea (Figure 1k). Consistent with
this result, RCM25_MP simulates a slightly the cold SST
bias in the Yellow Sea and warm SST bias in the East Sea
(a)

(b)

ERAINT_SST

(Figure 5d). Accordingly, the characteristics of the SST
boundary conditions for a climate model play a significant
role in the simulation of summer precipitation patterns over
South Korea in terms of the Clausius–Clapeyron relationship, which implies increased moisture availability with the
increasing temperature (Park and Min, 2019). We also
analysed the geopotential height at 500 hPa, horizontal
moisture flux, and its magnitude at 850 hPa affecting summer precipitation over South Korea. The moisture flux magnitude was calculated as the square root of the quadratic sum
of moisture transport (Sepulchre et al., 2010). The expansion
of the North Pacific Subtropical High (NPSH) in JJA brings
large amounts of ocean moisture from the North Pacific over
South Korea inducing a northward shift of the EASM
rainband (Lu et al., 2008; Yun et al., 2008; Seo et al., 2013;
Lee and Wang, 2014). Compared to the ERA-Interim
reanalysis, all three MMEs of RCMs underestimated the
expansion of the NPSH around the Korean Peninsula in
summer (Figure 5f,g, and h). These underestimations seem
to act as an atmospheric factor leading to reduced summer
(c)

DIFF_RCM50_HG_SST

(d) DIFF_RCM25_MP_SST

DIFF_RCM25_HG_SST

45°N

4

40°N

30

3

28

2

26

1

24

0

22

–1

20

–2

18

–3

16

–4

35°N

30°N

–5

(e)

(f)

ERAINT_500hPa (gpm)

(g)

DIFF_RCM50_HG_500hPa (gpm)

(h) DIFF_RCM25_MP_500hPa (gpm)
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precipitation across South Korea in the case of RCM25_HG
and RCM50_HG. To examine moisture transport, the
25-year (1981–2005) climatology and the differences
between MMEs of RCMs and the ERA-Interim reanalysis of
the horizontal moisture flux (vector) and its magnitude
(shading) at 850 hPa in JJA are shown in Figure 5i–l, respectively. The climatology of moisture flux at 850 hPa for the
ERA-Interim reanalysis shows that large amounts of water
vapour from the warm and humid Southern ocean flow into
South Korea (Figure 5i). RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG simulate a weaker inflow of water vapour into the Korean Peninsula than that from the reanalysis data. Therefore,
RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG tend to show less summer
precipitation than APHRODITE due to cold local SST,
shrunken NPSH, and underestimated low-level water vapour
inflow around the Korean Peninsula. It is noted that
RCM25_HG provides smaller bias patterns of the atmospheric conditions over South Korea than RCM50_HG
(Figure 5f,g,j, and k). As shown in Figure 1, these results
lead to a reduced absolute bias of mean precipitation for
RCM25_HG compared to RCM50_HG. Although
RCM25_MP also simulates shrunken NPSH and reduced
low-level water vapour inflow around the Korean Peninsula,
the slightly overestimated SST seems to lead to a wet bias
for summer precipitation over South Korea. Meanwhile,
RCM25_MP simulates a warmer SST than RCM25_HG,
even though it underestimates the geopotential height at

FIGURE 6

Distribution of
(a) frequency and (b) intensity of daily
precipitation averaged over South
Korea calculated from APHRODITE,
MMEs of RCMs, and GCMs. Lower
percentiles of precipitation intensity
(10–50%) are expressed as another box
by enlarging the value. See text for
more details [Colour figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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500 hPa compared to RCM25_HG. This result seems to be
due to the intrinsic characteristics of RCMs based on different physical parametrization processes. In comparing two
different horizontal-resolution RCMs forced by GCM_HG,
except for the SST, the geopotential height at 500 hPa and
the magnitude of horizontal moisture flux at 850 hPa around
the Korean Peninsula had smaller absolute biases in
RCM25_HG. It seems that improved simulations of midand low-levels atmospheric conditions from high-resolution
RCMs contributed to providing the added value in the
simulation of summer precipitation over South Korea
(Figures 6–8). Additionally, precipitation from the mesoscale
convective system associated the EASM rainband, and the
typhoon can be more reasonably resolved in the higher resolution model (Lee et al., 2004, 2005; Cha and Wang, 2013; Kim
et al., 2018), which lead to improved simulations of summer
precipitation from high-resolution RCMs over South Korea.
We also investigated the probability distributions
obtained by aggregating all grid values of daily precipitation
for APHRODITE, MMEs of RCMs, and GCMs over South
Korea (Figure 6). The precipitation frequency is expressed at
intervals of 10 mmd−1 (Figure 6a). The rain types based on
the precipitation frequency were categorised as light-rain
(0.1–10 mmd−1), moderate-rain (10–50 mmd−1), and
heavy-rain (>50 mmd−1) days according to the precipitation
amplitude. GCM_HG and GCM_MP underestimated the
precipitation frequencies for all rain types. GCM_MP

10
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F I G U R E 7 Temporal variations of the climatological daily precipitation for a 25-year period (1981–2005) according to APHRODITE, (a, b)
GCMs, and (c, d, e) MMEs of RCMs over South Korea. APHRODITE, red lines; GCMs, and MMEs, blue lines. Bold lines show the 21-day
moving average of daily precipitation [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

presents smaller differences with APHRODITE than GCM_HG
for moderate-rain days (except in the 40–50 mmd−1 range) and
larger for light- and heavy-rain days. Notably, GCM_MP presents a limit by which it cannot simulate heavy-rain days over
90 mmd−1. Compared to high-resolution RCMs, the biases
from the two GCMs are larger than those from high-resolution
RCMs for all rain types. RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG overestimated the light-rain days, whilst moderate- and heavy-rain
days were underestimated compared to those calculated by
APHRODITE. These underestimations of moderate and heavy
rain days lead to a considerable contribution to a dry bias of
summer precipitation over South Korea. RCM25_HG displays
smaller differences with APHRODITE than RCM50_HG in all
ranges, indicating improved simulations for all rain types over

South Korea upon increasing the model resolution. In other
words, the added value is obtained with high-resolution RCMs
upon comparing the two different horizontal-resolution RCMs
forced by GCM_HG for all rain types over South Korea. As
noted above, such the added value was also found by comparison of GCMs and high-resolution RCMs. Compared to RCMs
with the same resolution but different GCM forcings,
RCM25_MP is much more consistent with APHRODITE than
RCM25_HG for all rain types. RCM25_MP slightly overestimated the rainy days with the precipitation frequency below
20 mmd−1, which represent approximately 70% of the total frequency. That is, the overestimation of light- and moderate-rain
types in RCM25_MP seems to induce a wet bias for summer
precipitation over South Korea.
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FIGURE 8

Hovmöller diagrams of the distribution of time–latitude variations from (a, b) GCMs to (c, d, e) MMEs of RCMs over the
averaged area of 125 –131 E [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

GCM_HG and GCM_MP tend to underestimate strong
precipitation intensities over the 70th percentile compared to
APHRODITE (Figure 6b). GCM_MP simulates the precipitation intensities less than the 95th percentile, similar to
GCM_HG, but underestimates substantially extreme precipitation intensities over the 99th percentile. The strong precipitation intensities from the two GCMs are less consistent with

those by APHRODITE compared to those of high-resolution
RCMs. RCM50_HG and RCM25_HG underestimate strong
precipitation intensities compared to APHRODITE. Here,
the results from RCM25_HG are more reasonable than those
from RCM50_HG. RCM25_MP provides better simulations
of strong precipitation intensities. In particular, highresolution RCMs are more consistent with APHRODITE in
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the case of extreme precipitation intensities over the 99th
percentile. RCM50_HG tends to reproduce lower extreme
precipitation than GCM_HG from the frequency and intensity. In other words, RCMs do not always produce improved
simulations compared to GCMs. This result suggests that
dynamical downscaling of RCM may have limitations
depending on the region or variables (Park et al., 2016).
Nonetheless, high-resolution RCMs tend to provide more
the added value compared to those with coarse resolution.
To investigate how well the models can reproduce the
onset, withdrawal, and peak dates of the EASM rainband,
and their precipitation amounts, we examined the temporal
variations of the climatological daily precipitation (Figure 7)
and its latitude variations (Figure 8) for a period of 25 years
(1981–2005). The straight cyan lines in Figure 7 and bold
black lines in Figure 8 corresponding to 6 mmd−1 indicate
the criterion for the onset of the EASM rainband (Lau and
Yang, 1997; Wang and Lin, 2002; Park and Min, 2019). The
seasonal march of the EASM rainband is accompanied by
the quasi-stationary front along the ridgeline of the NPSH.
The EASM rainband is formed with a west–east zonally
elongated shape that moves to the north and then retreats to
the south again depending on the strength of the maritime
tropical air mass (Oh et al., 1997; Wang et al., 2008; Zhou
et al., 2009; Lee et al., 2017). APHRODITE (red lines in
Figure 7) exhibits a sharp increase in early-June and a drastic
decrease in early-September with two peaks of daily precipitation variation over South Korea owing to south–north
migration of the EASM rainband (Ho and Kang, 1988;
Wang and Lin, 2002; Chen et al., 2004; Park et al., 2008;
Cha and Lee, 2009; Seo et al., 2011; Park et al., 2015; Lee
et al., 2017). The first peak is identified in early-July and the
second peak in late-August. Meanwhile, transient retreating
of the EASM is found in early-August due to the expansion
of the NPSH. The variations in summer daily precipitation
change considerably according to whether the EASM
rainband is approaching or retreating from the Korean Peninsula. In all experiments, the first peak of daily precipitation
variation presents larger precipitation amount than the second peak. GCM_HG and GCM_MP noticeably underestimate late-summer precipitation; furthermore, they fail to
capture the second peak (Figure 7a,b). GCM_HG suitably
simulates the first peak from early-June to early-July and
precipitation amount throughout that period. However, it
barely reproduces the second peak (Figure 7a). This is
related to a meridional shift according to the temporal evolution of the EASM rainband (Figure 8). From GCM_HG, in
terms of the meridional shift of daily precipitation amount
exceeding 6 mmd−1, the EASM rainband extends northward up to 40 N from the 150th to the 190th Julian day, but
it does not affect South Korea from the 190th Julian day
onwards (Figure 8a). GCM_MP simulates worse the first
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peak than GCM_HG, but the second peak is somewhat captured (Figures 7b and 8b).
From RCMs, the variations of summer daily precipitation
also change according to the evolution of the EASM
rainband around the Korean Peninsula, where the first peak
presents a larger precipitation amount than the second peak
(Figures 7c–e, 8c–e). RCM50_HG significantly underestimates summer daily precipitation compared to APHRODITE, except for the first half of June. In particular, it poorly
simulates the second peak of summer daily precipitation
(Figure 7c). The distribution of daily precipitation amount
exceeding 6 mmd−1 over South Korea extends northward
from the 150th to the 190th Julian day, but not after the
190th Julian day (Figure 8c). Compared to GCM_HG,
RCM50_HG underestimates the first peak, and so does the
south–north migration of the EASM rainband. RCM50_HG
reveals limited simulation performance even in the temporal
variation of daily precipitation. Unlike RCM50_HG,
RCM25_HG reproduces two peaks of daily precipitation
variation over South Korea like APHRODITE; in particular,
the simulated precipitation amount of the first peak is significantly close to that of APHRODITE (Figures 7d and 8d).
This indicates an enhancement of the RCM simulations, that
is, the added value, for the variations of summer daily precipitation. Furthermore, the added value of RCM25_HG can
also be found in comparison with GCM_HG. This is
because RCM25_HG captures the second peak, and the bias
of RCM25_HG at that period is smaller than that of
GCM_HG. Similarly, RCM25_MP properly reproduces two
peaks of daily precipitation variation even if precipitation
amounts are overestimated (Figures 7e and 8e). In particular,
the second peak of RCM25_MP is closer to that of APHRODITE than that of RCM25_HG. Likewise, the distribution of
daily precipitation over South Korea exceeding 6 mmd−1
for RCM25_MP extends northward from about the 150th
Julian day. In line with Figure 5d, a warmer SST around the
Korean Peninsula tends to induce a northward shift of the
EASM rainband. Then, daily precipitation slightly decreases
at the 200–220th Julian days and increases again at the
220–240th Julian days. Compared to GCM_MP,
RCM25_MP reproduces the second peak and daily precipitation from mid-July better than GCM_MP. Moreover,
RCM25_MP is similar to APHRODITE not only in the
number of days exceeding 6 mmd−1 but also the beginning
and end of such periods. In summary, RCM25_HG simulates better daily variations of summer precipitation than
RCM50_HG. In addition, the second peak of RCM25_MP
is closer to that of APHRODITE than those of RCM50_HG
and RCM25_HG. Meanwhile, compared to Figure 1, precipitation amounts in late summer, when the second peak
appears, contribute considerably to the distribution of the
RCM biases.
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4 | SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this study, summer precipitation from high-resolution
RCMs forced by multi-GCMs participating in the
CORDEX-East Asia project was evaluated to assess their
performance in simulating the climatology for the historical
experiment period (1981–2005) over South Korea. We also
tried to find the added values on the basis of improved RCM
resolution with the same lateral boundary forcings by comparing the results of RCM25_HG and RCM50_HG. In terms
of summer precipitation biases of MMEs of RCMs, dry
biases over South Korea were still simulated by
RCM25_HG due to the colder ocean surface conditions,
underestimation of the expansion of the NPSH, and weaker
inflow of water vapour at the low-level around the Korean
Peninsula compared to the observation data. However,
RCM25_HG produced a lower dry bias of precipitation than
RCM50_HG, indicating the added value for high-resolution
RCMs. In the case of RCM25_MP, it simulated a slight wet
bias for summer precipitation over South Korea, which is
related to cold SST bias over the Yellow Sea and warm SST
bias over the East Sea. Therefore, the characteristics of the
SST boundary conditions play an important role in summer
precipitation patterns over South Korea.
During the evaluation of the model performance, not only
RCM50_HG but also RCM25_HG and RCM25_MP displayed a coherent relationship between mean and extreme
precipitation over Far East Asia. The RCM series presented
positive mean–extreme relationships for the biases and
RMSEs. Moreover, high-resolution RCMs exhibited a stronger mean–extreme relationship of inter-RCM skills than
coarse-resolution RCMs. In terms of spatial pattern evaluation, the MMEs of RCMs had better performance compared
to individual RCMs. The performance of RCM25_MP was
increased in evaluating the spatial patterns of climate
models, and an improvement of the model performance
upon increasing the horizontal resolution was revealed in the
case of RCMs forced by GCM_HG. Moderate-heavy rain
types in the MMEs of RCMs forced by GCM_HG, and
light-moderate rain types in RCM25_MP led to dry and wet
biases, respectively. RCM25_HG provided better simulations for all rain types than RCM50_HG over South Korea.
Here, RCM25_MP was more consistent with the observation
for all rain types than RCM25_HG and RCM50_HG. The
added value by enhancement of the RCM resolution was
also found in the temporal variations of the climatological
daily precipitation. The second peak of the high-resolution
RCM25_MP was closer to the observation than
RCM25_HG and RCM50_HG.
In summary, RCM50_HG presented limitations in various performance evaluations, whilst RCM25_HG showed
better simulation performance than GCM_HG and
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RCM50_HG. Similarly, RCM25_MP presented better model
performance than GCM_MP. Therefore, high-resolution
RCMs have the ability to provide the added value compared
to GCMs or RCMs with relatively coarse spatial resolution.
This study investigated the differences in simulated summer precipitation over Far East Asia and South Korea during
the historical experiment period induced by different largescale forcings and the enhancement of RCM resolution.
Since high-resolution RCMs with the added value caused by
dynamical downscaling provides more accurate simulations
of summer precipitation compared to coarse-resolution
RCMs, this study suggests the usefulness of high-resolution
RCMs in terms of future studies for climate projection. In
this respect, the spatial resolution of RCMs should be continuously improved to provide more reliable information on
climatic changes at regional and local spatial scales. Further
importantly, more multi-RCMs with high-resolution forced
by more multi-GCMs are needed to reduce the embedded
uncertainty of climate models. It is necessary to compare the
historical experiment with the evaluation experiment forced
by the perfect lateral boundary condition (e.g., ERA-Interim
reanalysis) to better understand the effect of GCM on RCM
bias (Zou and Zhou, 2013, 2017; Park et al., 2016). However, the comparison was impossible in this study because
the evaluation experiment with high-resolution (12.5 km)
RCMs was not conducted due to the limitations of time and
computing resources. In a follow-up study, we will examine
RCM performances using the historical and evaluation
experiments of RCMs produced by the CORDEX-East Asia
phase II project over East Asia and compare the results with
the CORDEX-East Asia phase I project RCMs.
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